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Abstract
This paper presents ongoing research into user requirements for 3-dimensional
«virtual worlds» to be used as a means of information retrieval. There is a brief re-
view of the literature in the fields in which design of 3-dimensional virtual spaces
has been carried out, and the conclusion is reached that this design has usually
been done without regard to user preferences. This study has used grounded the-
ory to establish user preferences, initially amongst a group of about fifty post-
graduate information management students. Initial results of open coding of
these interviews are described, and the next steps in the study are laid out. The
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) will be used as a world design tool.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The research question addressed in this piece of ongoing research is,
what are user requirements for a 3-dimensional «virtual world» mod-

elled on a computer, to be used as a tool for information retrieval? The
purpose of the paper is to report on the progress of the research to date,
and to describe some preliminary findings.

The objectives of the research were:

— to conduct user interviews, based on a «grounded theory» approach,
which will elicit user perceptions of useful designs for 3-dimensional
«virtual realities» for information retrieval;

— to draw from these interviews conclusions as to common elements
and recurrent designs;

— to construct «worlds» which will be used to test the usability of dif-
ferent designs;

— to draw conclusions as to the best procedures for designing such
worlds;

— to examine communities where users can design worlds, and draw
relevant conclusions.
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2 BACKGROUND

The initial intention was to construct «worlds» using VRML (Virtual Re-
ality Modeling Language), and to get users to test these worlds in infor-
mation retrieval tasks. VRML permits the design of a huge variety of 3-
dimensional spaces. However, it became clear that the choice of what
worlds to use would be fairly arbitrary, in that no very good reason could
be found for favouring a small test set over others.

Examination of the literature appeared to indicate that this problem
had not previously been considered, the process adopted having been to
create the «worlds», then test users’ performance in negotiating them.

2.1 Literature

There has been a wide range of attempts to design information space,
particularly in the field of information visualization, many of which are
summarised by Gershon and Eick (GERSHON 1995) and by Card and
Mackinlay (CARD 1997). Card and Mackinlay propose a categorisation of
visualisation techniques in the literature, and provide a tabular encoding
to describe significant features of each. The major types they identify are
Scientific Visualization, GIS, Multi-dimensional plots, Multi-dimension-
al Tables, Information Landscapes and Spaces, Node and Link, Trees, and
Special Data Transforms.

They provide useful definitions of the terms information landscape and
information space. Where Q denotes data having quantitative values (val-
ues on which arithmetic can be performed), Qxy denotes intrinsically spa-
tial variables, and Qlat and Qlon spatial variables that are actually geo-
physical coordinates,

Landscapes lay information out on a surface, typically the XY plane.
Landscapes may be of several sorts: real geographical coordinates, real
spatial variables, or completely abstract mappings

{Qlon or Qx or Q} ➝ X
{Qlat or Qy or Q} ➝ Y

If the mapping extends to

Q ➝ Z,

We call it an information space.

Here is the interface, or the meeting point, or the common ground –
the surface where the information visualization literature borders on the
area of current research.

Chen’s (CHEN 1999) study, Information visualization and virtual environ-
ments, leads us away from the more graph-like 3D representations
favoured in the information visualization community, towards a kind of
shared «world», but the world’s structure is still pre-imposed.
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There are other fields bordering on this area – for example, Dillon
(DILLON 2000) looks at user difficulties in navigating 3D information
spaces, and concludes that «interfaces for shaping information should be
built on an increasing analysis of users’ semantic processing». This might
be called the Human-Computer Interaction approach. There is also liter-
ature from the field of cognitive psychology, concerned with wayfinding
(DARKEN 1996), and from cognitive ethnology (HANSEN 2002). This latter
approach is concerned with social interactions in the «inhabited» worlds
in the 3D cyberspace system ActiveWorlds.

2.2 Literature review conclusions

A common factor in all the literature studied was that users did not ap-
pear to have been consulted in the design process – much, if not most, of
the work carried out in the design of «virtual environments» is under-
taken with little input from the end-users of the systems. Whilst designs
may be usability tested on completion, there is little evidence in the liter-
ature for a user-based approach to initial design. Studies of existing
worlds, other than those by their designers, appear to concentrate on the
use of these worlds as «social spaces». There is, however, evidence in the
literature to suggest that techniques of information visualization can be
used to exploit cognitive abilities normally associated with a spatial con-
text, in the perception, apprehension and use of information.

Though the research had proposed user testing of different 3D mod-
els, and a small pilot was run on this basis, it became clear that this type
of approach was, in fact, typical of the literature, and it was decided that
it would be more useful to explore the question, «If users could design
such a world themselves, what characteristics would it have?»

3 METHODOLOGY

It was decided that a Grounded Theory approach (STRAUSS 1990) would
be more valuable, in that users’ own images of what their «information
space» might look like could be elicited, and these findings used as a ba-
sis for further examination of the «information space» concept, ground-
ed in user-originated data.

The first group of interviewees was made up of postgraduate stu-
dents at Aberdeen Business School, Robert Gordon University. Most
were undertaking courses in the area of Information Management, but
had come from a very wide spectrum of undergraduate subjects, life ex-
perience, and national and cultural origin. The first round of interviews
was conducted before there was the possibility of them acquiring from
the course content any notions of the «proper» way or ways of organiz-
ing information, as is indeed clear from the interview transcripts.

Interviews were preceded by a short talk to groups of interviewees,
explaining the concept of 3-dimensional «virtual realities», and showing
some pictures of models from the literature, ranging from a perspective
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wall to an information landscape representing term occurrence in a body
of medical literature. This approach was adopted because an earlier pilot
study had shown that without time to consider the idea, many individu-
als, whilst quite willing to be interviewed, did not have a model in mind,
or were unable to understand the basic idea.

3.1 Interviews

Interviews were recorded, and were with individuals, except in one case
where two interviewees arrived together. It was decided that there was
too much collaboration between the interviewees in this case, so the sce-
nario was not repeated. Interviews were recorded and transcribed, and
the resulting transcripts were checked for accuracy with individual in-
terviewees who were still contactable at that time. One interviewee com-
plained about transcription errors, and provided corrected information,
but the others were all satisfied with the transcriptions. Most interviews
were of short (five to ten minutes) duration, although some lasted con-
siderably longer, when an interviewee had a well-developed idea and
was prepared to discuss it at length. Fifty-one individuals were inter-
viewed in the first round of interviews, and it is intended that the same
group will proceed to the next stage, testing the models. Some individu-
als had more than one model, and all were recoded.

3.2 Model testing

It is intended that representative models will now be constructed, using
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML), and the interviewees, all of
whom have agreed to participate further, will be invited to test them for
usability. Because a great variety of models emerged (see Section 4, Find-
ings), it is intended that a smaller number of models will be tested, each
of which is an example of one of the emerging themes.

4 FINDINGS

The transcripts obtained were analysed first by the type of image, or
«world» which was described. The following models appeared. Some in-
terviewees presented more than one image (indicated by slashes, /), and
one interview was conducted with two interviewees (2 and 3), a method
which it was decided was less satisfactory than single-person interviews.

A first rough grouping of the concepts produced this:

This was the equivalent of 30 different concepts, from 53 interviews.
They appeared to be distinct concepts, at the first attempt to organise
them, but when examined more carefully, especially bearing in mind the
type of «facet analysis» that can be carried out, it becomes apparent that
they should not be grouped without further consideration of possible
loss of «richness».
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TABLE 1: Interviewees and concepts

1. brain
2&3. connected blocks
4. desktops
5. molecules, mental maps
6. library
7. floating documents
8. shops
9. My house/office
10. car park/forest
11. library
12. room made of blocks of text/ city of words
13. timeline
14. like the office
15 office/building
16. forest
17. coloured transparencies
18. clouds
19. aquarium/music
20. library
21 hierarchy/tree
22. solar system/wormholes
23. hierarchical mansion
24. library
25. card catalogue
26. town
27. bubbles

28. town
29. rivers/map
30. space/underwater/tree/
31. card catalogue
32. multi-dimensional wheel
33. car park
34. library
35. lollipops
36. touch screen/Google/OPAC
37: nothing
38. nothing
39. PARC wall
40. car/road/Monopoly
41. brain
42. trees
43. jungle/ deep sea
44. zoo/safari park
45. universe/library
46. theme park/fairground
47. game
48. house
49. office building
50. town
51. street market
52. memory palace
53. planets

TABLE 2: First grouping

Concept No. Concept N o .

Library/catalogue 7 memory palace 1
Forest/tree 5 molecules 1
Town (inc street market) 4 music 1
planets/space 4 OPAC 1
house/mansion 3 packets 1
office 3 PARC wall 1
brain 2 room 1
car park 2 rivers 1
aquarium 1 safari park 1
bubbles 1 theme park 1
clouds 1 timeline 1
deep sea 1 touch screen 1
desktops 1 transparencies 1
game 1 whell 1
lollipops 1 Zoo 1
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4.1 Analysis

For example, though all libraries are described as such, there might be a
distinction between «a house» described by 47, which has a very fluid
structure, and «my house» described by 9, which has a definite arrange-
ment, preferred by a very organised person. Checking keywords is not
enough. Similarly, there are distinctions between «my office» (9, again),
«like the office» (14, a representation for telecommuting as an avatar),
and «office block» (a very rigidly structured environment, which never-
theless bears similarities to 48’s very fluid house). The «hierarchical man-
sion» bears probably more similarity to a library or to the «office block»
than to «my house», which is a representation of an actual house.

It seems, therefore, that the simple structural descriptions picked out
here are already failing rather obviously to do justice to the richness of
the images described. It is also worth noting that these first interviews
were short in duration, and did not examine most individuals’ images in
any great depth.

However, based simply on the very abbreviated descriptions above,
the most popular image is «library», followed by «forest/tree» and
«town». There are, in fact, two mentions of «forest», two of «tree», and
one of «trees», which leads back to the transcriptions, where it would ap-
pear that 10’s forest is a means of finding information about trees, 15’s is
a more typical «IR» forest, with different sections of the forest, «taller
trees, different kinds of trees, different kinds of plants, for obviously rep-
resenting different things». There is also the possibility of adding to the
forest by planting things, so this is a much more interactive tool. When
we examine the jungle image from 43, we find that 43 has come up with
several ideas which are superficially attractive to the interviewee, but
have not been developed to any great degree.

This is just an example of the dissimilar denotations of similar terms,
so it must serve as a warning in further analysis. There is much more to
the images than a simple label, but it appears that the «person-centred»
approach gives a route to pinning down these differences, to a much
greater degree than questionnaires, for example. It is also a great advance
on the earlier, «build it, and they will come» approach.

4.2 Groupings

A few «characteristics of division» arose quite quickly from the simple
keywords approach:

Real vs. imaginary
Known vs. unknown
Concrete vs. abstract
Personal information vs. all information
Colour vs. no colour mentioned
Sound vs. no sound mentioned
Motion vs. no motion mentioned
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To add to, or refine, some of these:
Are we dealing with a pre-existing, perhaps «real» structure? That

mapping is characteristic of the «memory palace» (YATES 1984), but in
simpler terms could be «my house», or «the office», «shops» or «street
map». In a memory palace, images of the things to be remembered, or
representing passages of text to be memorised, were placed around a re-
called image of a building, often, at least initially, based on a real build-
ing. Perhaps if a real office or home were used, it would be easier to lo-
cate the imaged information sources where the actual items are in real
life, for example in a desk or a filing cabinet.

Conversely, there is a group of ideas which seem quite abstract, al-
though they may be based on «real» things. Bubbles, clouds, neurones
and lollipops all made appearances.

Is some kind of classification scheme used, however informal? It be-
came apparent in the course of the interviews that, although the inter-
viewees were usually asked how information might be organised in their
image, very few gave considered answers, so that, in fact, the concept of
organising information might be quite unfamiliar to them. A library
rather implies the use of some form of organisation, or it is merely a
store-room. The galaxy/solar/system/planets idea could be seen as im-
plying a different subject area for each grouping, at whatever scale ap-
plies. The street market has stalls for different subjects, a town plan or
map also implies organisation, as do shops. It is much less clear what
scheme applies to a car park, however, and the interviewees (10 and 33)
were not forthcoming on the question. 10 was unused to the idea, and
came up with a very representational model of the real world, in which
clicking on an image of a car in the car park would retrieve information
on the car. Since car parks are not organised by any relevant principle,
this does not hold much hope as an IR tool. 33’s model is ranked by size
–a larger vehicle represents more information on a topic. Organising in-
formation by this criterion seems of very limited use. A few interviewees
wanted to organise by frequency of use– not a formal scheme, but one
which is manifest in the Windows XP start menu, and the management
tools for the desktop and Outlook, for example.

4.3 Engagement

Another factor, which only comes out incidentally in the interviews, is
engagement. Some interviewees were far more expressive than others,
and it appeared, subjectively, that they were either more interested in the
idea, or perhaps had thought of it before. Again, this was a flaw in the in-
terview procedure, in that this area was not explored, until close to the
end of the series of first-stage interviews, when a question was asked
about whether the interviewee had ever visualised information in this
way, perhaps for a previous degree. It appeared in most cases, however,
that the image had been «constructed» especially for the interview.

This could be called something like «depth of visualisation», or per-
haps better, «development». Sometimes it appears to be a result of the in-
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terviewee having given the matter a good deal of prior thought, some-
times it might be an idea that is developed while talking about it, some-
times the interviewer might spark further development with a timely
suggestion, or a request for clarification.

TABLE 3: Concept groupings

Concept Interviewees No of interviews

aquarium 19 1
blocks, connected 2, 3 2
brain 1, 41 2
bubbles 27 1
car on road/Monopoly 40 1
car park 10, 33 2
card catalogue 25, 31 2
city of words 12 1
clouds 18 1
desktops 4 1
documents, floating 7 1
forest 10, 16 2
game 47 1
Google 36 1
hierarchical mansion 23 1
hierarchy 21 1
house 48 1
house, my 9 1
jungle 41 1
library 6, 11, 20, 24, 34, 45 6
lollipops 35 1
map 29 1
market, street 51 1
memory palace 52 1
mental map 5 1
molecules 5 1
music 19 1
nothing 37, 38 2
office building 49 1
office, my 9 1
office, like the 14 1
OPAC 36 1
PARC wall 39 1
planets 53 1
safari park 44 1
sea, deep 43 1
shops 8 1
solar system 22 1
text, blocks of 12 1
theme park 46 1
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TABLE 3: Concept groupings (cont)

Concept Interviewees No of interviews

timeline 13 1
touch screen 36 1
town 26, 28, 50 3
transparencies, coloured 17 1
tree 21, 30 2
trees 42 1
underwater 30 1
wheel, multi-dimensional 32 1
wormholes, space 22 1
zoo 44 1

5 NEXT STEPS

To improve on the rough, preliminary «hand-coding» shown above, the
interview transcripts are currently being analysed using Nvivo software,
which is already allowing interesting correlations to be made amongst
different responses.

The next stage in the research will be to develop VRML models for
testing by the interviewees. We cannot easily replicate a world of the «my
office» type, because we do not have access to the users’ image of their
own office, home, or other space. It would in any case have to be that
such a world would be constructed by, or with close co-operation from,
the individual, and would have little utility for anyone other than that in-
dividual.

5.1 Final conclusions

The intention is therefore to construct a «concrete» or «realistic» world
displaying a principle of organisation. The library is a popular image,
and a good candidate for modelling. The forest is realistic, and can dis-
play order, but is not a conventional «information space», and «forest»,
«jungle», «tree» and «trees» combined give us the second most popular
model. Towns, buildings, shops and a market are another example of use
of a realistic world as a less conventional information retrieval tool. Fi-
nally, the planets/solar system model occurs twice, as do other «space»
themes, so this too seems a good candidate for modelling.

The more unusual, imaginative or idiosyncratic models occur once
each, and can perhaps be seen as characteristic of individual intervie-
wees, rather than models which might be of wider popularity. It will,
however, be possible to pursue these questions further in the next round
of interviews, and it may be that further models, perhaps of the more
«abstract» type, will be constructed.
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